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Alfred J. Piachtigall, John C. Freche, and Jack B. Esgar  
A thermodynamic study was d e  of air-cycle and mercury-vapor-cycle * 
refrigeration  devices to evaluate  these methods of refrigerating air bled 
from gas-turbine engine compressors. The study was of a general nature, 
and the results are presented in c i i m e ~ o n l e s s  g r o ~ ~ i n g s  of terms 80 that 
the use of the systems can be  evaluated  for a wide mber of applications. 
It appears that for s y s t e m  coqpre~sor and turbine efficiencies of 
about 0.70 the  air cycle may hold promise a s  a refrigeration  device Ff 
values of hest-exchanger effectiveness on the order af 0.8 o r  hfgher can 
be used. For lower efficiencies or  lower values of heat-exchanger ef- 
fectiveness and f o r  t he  case where it is possible t o  have a heat sink 
at a temperature lower than tha t  of compressor bleed air, a simple heat 
or  more than the  air cycle. 
4 
I exchanger is generally capable of refrigerating  the  bleed air as much 
A s y s t e m  emplo- a zmercury-vapor cycle appears feasible   for  re- 
frigerating air thst must enter the s y s t e m  at  temperature levels of 
approximately BOOo R, sl3d t h i s  cycle is  more ef f ic ien t  than the air 
cycle. Although the w e i g h t  of such a device must be considered to  deter-  
mine i t s  effect on q e c i f i c  engine weight, 8 w e i g h t  analysis was not in- 
cluded in  this thermodynamic study. 
This report  presents a thermodynamic study of systems fo r  reffiger- 
ating air for cooling p m s e s .  High-altitude supersonic flight w i t h  
turbojet-powered air- can introduce cooling requirements i n  the  var- 
ious engine components and accessories as w e l l  as in the  pi lot  s corqeart- 
temperature air available so 8 8  t o  minimize the  quantity needed t o  mah- 
high emugh t o  overcome duct  losses and the pressure i n  the coolant 
i ment. When air is the coolant, it is usually desirable t o  use the lowest- 
i t a i n  an endurable temperature. The pressure  level of this air must be 
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discharge  region. Although r a m  a i r  is the lowest-temperature air avail- + 
able on an aircraft, t h i s  pressure requirement me;y preclude its use as 
the primary coolant. The alternative is t o  bleed interstage air from the 
engine compressor at  the required pressure level. If the bleed-air tem- 
perature  associated with this  pressure is too high, it becomes necesmry 
to  employ a &vice for  refrigerating the bleed air. me lower air tem- 
perature thus  obtained  permits a reduction in the quantity of air needed 
for  cooling -and may at the 6ame time reduce the required pressure. 
L 
Numerous studies have been made of vaxious vapor-cycle and air-cycle 
refrigeration methods (refs. 1 t o  3) . The emphasis in mst of these 
studies has been on supply- a relatively slnsll amount of air at low 
temperatures for cabin refrigeration or sfmilar application. The vapor 
cycles have considered refrigerants in  the fieon class, Where the lllaximum 
operation temperature must be considerably less than 1000° R because of 
the refrigerant properties. A vapor cycle using a refrigerant capable of 
operation at temperatures i n  excess of 1500' R would be of interest   for  8 
turbine coollng-air refrigerstion method. The air-cycle systems have not 
been generalized t o  the point where they can be readily compared with 
vapor cycles or af'tercoolers for wide ranges of terqperatures, heat- 
exchanger effectiveness, and heat-exchanger pressure-loss  ratios. 
Analytical investig&btions have a180 been conducted at the NACA IRxi6 
laboratory t o  evaluate the general  cooling  characteristics of various 
l iqu id -  and air-cooling systems f o r  turbines (refs. 4 and 5, respectively). 
These studies considered turbine cooling systems applied to an interceptor b 
mission at Mach numbers up t o  2.5, an al t i tude of 50,000 feet, d a 
turbine-inlet temperature of 2040° F ( 250O0 R) . The systems investigated u 
u t i l i z e d  heat  rejection t o  p r i m  burner fuel, to  afterburner fuel, and 
t o  primary burner-inlet .air. In all cases the turbine cooling air was 
bled from the compressor discharge prior to refrigeration by any of sev- 
eral devices. Although t h e  studies were incomplete in that the refrigera- 
tion  cycles were not generalized t o  cover conditions other than the design 
points considered, and some effects such a s  heat-exchanger effectivenesa 
and pressure  losses were' neglected, the study did indicate that compressor 
bleed air can be refrigerated  sufficiently BO that it will be useful f o r  
cooling various engine components and accessorfcs f o r  flight &ch numbers 
up t o  a t  leas t  2.5. 
Studies such a s  those i n  references 6 and 7 have investigated the 
design of heat exchangers fo r  use i n  conferessor bleed-air  refrigeration. 
A number of Uquid-cooling aystems for turbines in which the heat i s  re- 
jected t o  the engine air at  various locations with respect t o  the engine 
compressor are described Fn reference 8, and the effects of this  heat re- 
jection on turbojet- and turboprop-engine performance are  also discussed. 
A generalized study of various types of air refrigeration  devices i n  
which the sir temperature reduction, t h e  power, and the heat-ex-r 
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requirements a re  all presented on a comparable basis would be useful t o  
evaluate the system best suited f o r  a gfven application. The purpose of 
this  investigation i s  t o  present this  generalized study for the cases 
where (I) heat from the air is rejected to a cooler f l u i d  i n  a heat ex- 
changer, (2)  the air is cooled by air-cycle refrigeration (several mi- 
ations of the cycle are included), and (3) the air is cooled by mercury- 
vapor-cycle refrigeration. All the systems are comgared on the basis of 
no pressure change across the ent i re  system, but pressure losses w-ithfn 
the system such as r e s u l t  f r o m  component inefficiencies and heat- 
exchanger pressure losses are considered. Altho,ygh these systems were 
primarily considered f o r  refrigeration of turbine cooling sir, the results 
a re  so presented that they will be  useful f o r  practically any application 
of an air refrigeration device i n  which there is no pressure change re- 
quired across the ent i re  s y s t e m .  An indication is also given of the 
approximate effect of the  power requirements f o r  these refrigeration sys- 
tems on turbo  jet-engine performance f o r  fliat Mach nunibere of 2.5 and 3 
and for  a turbine-inlet telqperature of 25000 R. 
" H O D  OF AJULYSIS 
Basis of Analysis and Assulqtions 
In order t o  present the resu l t s  of several air refrigeration systems 
so that they can be generalized to  cover wide ranges of temperatures and 
pressure lo.sses, it is desirable to obtain expressions for these results 
i n  dimensionless form. In addition, it i s  desirable to present the 
results of a l l  systems i n  the same form so that each system can be com- 
pared directly.  This method of presentation was the gpal of the present 
study. For a basis of couqwison, the system outlet  pressure was speci- 
fied equal t o  the inlet pressure. Pressure Losaes wtthin the system were 
made up by compression a t  the system inlet, and the work required was 
charged against the s y s t e m .  Pressure losses in the heat-sink f lu id  w e r e  
neglected, however. 
Evaluation of systems w h e r e  constant pressure across the system is 
not specified can often be mislding. Such systems can show substantial 
temperature reductions across the system; however, par t  of this temperature 
reduction is obtained by u t i l i z ing  the pressure ratio across the system. 
This pressure ratio is the result of excess pressure at the system in le t .  
Unless the system outlet  temperature is less  than the temperature associ- 
ated w i t h  a bleed source where the pressure is equal to  the system outlet  
pressure, no real refrigeration is accomplished. 
Two main types of refrigeration systems were analyzed: (1) air-cycle 
refrigeration using a compressor, heat exchanger, and expansion turbine; 
and (2) mercury-vapor-cycle refrigeration. Several o t h e  systems can be 
evaluated as special c a e s  of these.  main systems. 
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The heat sink is not specified i n  this general r d y s i s  . The re- 
ceiver f l u i d  i n  the sink can be either gas o r  liquid and can be at  tem- 
peratures  either  higher  or lower than the system inlet-alr temperature. 
For an a i r c ra f t  engine, possible heat sinks may be ram a i r ,  engine 
compressor-discharge air, fuel, or an expendable vaporizing f l u i d .  
In making an analysis general, the question  arises whether the 
analysis should be made with constant or variable speci9ic heat and, if 
constant, w h a t  value should be used. A preliminary error analysis was 
therefore conducted on the air and vapor cycles to determine specific- 
heat effects. By assuming a mean value of the ra t io  of specific heats 
of 1.38, corresponding t o  a specific heat at  constant pressure of 0.249 
Btu/( lb) (OR), the maximum error in work m u n t e d   t o  about % percent and 
the maximum error in  outlet  temperature t o  about I percent fo r  a range of 
i n l e t  temperatures Tl from 550° to 1500° R and compressor pressure 
ra t ios  up t o  10 for  the air cycle. For the mercury-vapor cycle, errors 
up t o  3 percent can occur i n  the outlet temperature f o r  low inlet t e m -  
peratures; t h i s  error xi11 not exceed loo R, however. I?o improvement i n  
accuracy over 8 range af inlet teqera tures  was found when variable ape- 
c i f i c  heat calculations were made for  8 man Balue of W e t  temperature. 
The errors introduced i n  t h i s  snalysis are  a function of temperature 
level more than of temperature change through the cycle. Based on th ia  
error analysis, a msan value of 1.38 was used f o r  the   ra t io  of specific 
heats f o r  a l l  the cycles investigated. 
Air-Cycle Refrigeration 
General analysis. - A generalized system for the air  cycle is shown 
in figure 1. The auxiliary-compressor and -turbine unfts m ~ y r  be *e- 
running or mechanically co~zpled t o  the engine shaft. The sketch and 
numbering system f o r  the stations are arranged so that a single analysis 
of the system can be ueed f o r  a number of cycle variations. For ref'rig- 
eration systems used in aircraft engines, the main engFne compressor wil 
undoubtedly be us& fo r  part of the air-cycle compression process. Fbr 
i l lus t ra t ive  purposes, therefore, the main compressor is  shown divided 
into two parts  i n  figure 1. Station 1 can be considered as the location 
on the compressor where the air pressure i s  the sanae as the required 
pressure a t  etation 5. 
Any work done on the  bleed air i n  the compressor beyond station 1 
should therefore be charged against  the  air-cycle  remgeration s y s t e m .  
The compression occurring between stations 2 and 3 is beyond the capabili- 
ties of the main engine compreseor. For the.genera1 analysis the com- 
pression occurring between stations 1 and 3 Can be considered to take 
place i n  a single compressor, and the total system power Pt will be the 
sum of Pl-2 Plus  P2-5- 
h 
5 
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? The symbols used in the derivation of a l l  equations axe given i n  
I in appendix B. A generalized  eqression  involving on ly  dimensionless 
pmendix A. The derivations of all equations for   the air  cycle are given 
groupings of terms can be wrftten t o  relate the power required f o r  an air 
cycle t o  obts in  a given cycle temperature r a t io  for any given compressor 
presaure  ratio: 
where qc, a i s  the adiabatic efficiency of the entire cycle coqression 
process from stations 1 t o  3. The term q* is a f ic t i t ious turbine 
efficiency that can be related to the adiabatic turbine efficiency q~ 
by the  relation 
Equations (I), (2), and (3) are  presented in graphical form in figures 
2, 3, and 4, respectively. 
Although equation (I) i s  mathematically correct, a specified amount 
e of heat must be rejected to  a heat sink before the temperature r a t io  
Tg/T1 can be obtained. The heat that is rejected can be expressed i n  
f terms of the heat-exchanger effectiveness fh, the temperature r a t i o  
" 
I 
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T ~ / T ~ ,  and the system compressor pressure  atio The temperature 
r a t i o  that can be obtained for given values of C b  and TR/T~ is . 
The term "h used in equation (4) is defined as 
The basic  definition of heat-exchanger effectiveness considera the right 
side of equation (5) t o  be multiplied by the r a t io  x+, where 
( w c p ) a  is the smaller product of w e i g h t  flow  and specific heat of the 
two fluids  emgaged In heat exchange Thus, to convert a basic heat- 
exchanger effectiveness Q to the effectiveness term employed in this 





BY a conibination of equations (1) and (4) the characteristics of an 
air-cycle refrigeration system can be determined. For specific values of 
component eff'iciencies and heat-exchanger pressure losses and effective- 
nesses, the combination of the two equations can be used t o  make plots 
showing the temperature r a t io  Tg/Tl obtained and the power parameter 
gt/wacp,aT1 required  for a system xith any compressor pressure ra t io  
p3/p1 and r a t io  of receiver fluid temperature t o  Met-air temgerature 
T&1* . . ._" .. . " . . . .- - .. - ". . . - - . - -. . . . - - 
Free-running compressor and turbine system. - For a refrigeration 
application where there i s  a source of 'high-pressure air, such as i n  a 
gas-turbine engine, it is not always necessary t o  have a source of power 
external t o  the  refrigeration  cycle t o  drive the auxiliary compressor 
shown between stations 2 and 3 (fig. I) . The power f r o m  the auxiliary 
(eqansion)  turbine is sufficient f o r  driving an auxiliary compressor C 
I, 
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5 with some pressure ratio. Hereinafter this type of system w i l l  be re- 
ferred t o  as a free-rmnning s y s t e m .  The general equations (1) t o  (4) 
quired t o  spec- the auxiliary-compressor preseure r a t io  P3/Pz that 
resul ts  when the power from t he  auxfliazy turbine is exactly  equal t o  
that required  to drive the auxiLIary compressor: 
z axe s t i l l  va l id  fo r  t h i s  air cycle,  but an additional re lat ion i s  re- 
(7) 
Aftercooler system. - For the case w i t h  the simple aftercooler, the 
auxiliary  turbine is eliminated and the only purpose of the compressor 
1s t o  overcome the pressure loss  i n  the heat exchanger so that there w i l l  
be no pressure chaage 8 m - o ~ ~  the ent i re  system. Such a system c m  be 
evaluated by lettin@; 
* - 
The power required for the cycle can then be calculated f r o m  equhtion ( 1) 
with the left  side of the equation equal t o  zero. me power fs independ- 
T5/Tl cazl be calculated from equation (4r, which for  this specfa1 case 
becomes 
ent of  the  temperature r a t io  Tg/T1 in t h i s  case. The temperature r a t i o  
Variables investigated. - The following range of variables for -the 
air-cycle system was investigated: 
System compressor pressure ratio, PS/P1 . . . . . . . . . . . 1 t o  10 
System compressor adiabatic efficiency, qc,s - , . . . . . 0.50 t o  0.80 
Auxiliary-turbine  adiabatic  efficiency, q~ . . . . . . . . 0.50 t o  0.80 
Heat-exchanger effectiveness,  eh . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.50 t o  1.0 
Ratio of receiver to system inlet-air  temperature, TR/T1 . 0 -6 t o  1.2 
Q Heat-exchanger pressure  ratio, Pq/P3 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.90 to 1.0 
i 
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The presentation of results becomes mractical if too many variables 
a re  considered together. Consequently, most of the results are presented 
f o r  compressor and turbine  efficiencies of 0.70, heat-exchanger effecttve- ., 
ness values of 0.6 t o  0.8, and an heat-exchanger pressure  ratio of 0.95. 
These are probably practical  values for   the  s ize  of corqponents that would 
be involved in   refr igerat ion systems. Variations i n  these variables w e r e  
invest i  ted for coqressor pressure ratios of 1/0.95, 2.5, 5, and 10 
for T S l  of 0.6 and 1.0. 
T 
Mercury-Vspor-Cycle Refrigeration 
The mercury-vapor cycle is  shown SchematicaUy in f igure 5. The 
s y s t e m  operates on the ~ a m e  principle as the household mechanical refrig- 
erator. However, the choice of reffi@;erants for operation at high tem- 
peratures is  very llmited. The data on the thmdynamic properties of 
mercury (enthalpy, entropy, and density) for the desired temperature 
range are suitable and readily available  for  refrigerant temperatures IQ 
t o  a t  least 180O0 R; consequently, mercury was considered as being a 
l ike ly  refrigerant (ref. 9) . In this s y s t e m  the air to be refrigerated 
is passed through an evaporator, where it is cooled by rejecting heat t o  
the refrigerant. H e a t  absorbed by the ref2Lgerant is transported t o  the 
condenser, *ere this quantity of heat plus the work of compression is 
rejected. The heat-receiving f luid could be one of the same f l u i d 8  indi- 
cated for the air cycle. The thermodynamic cycle of the refrigerant 




Ln order t o  compare the mercury-vapor cycle on the same basis as 
the air cycle, that is, s y s t e m  outlet pressure equal to system inlet 
pressure,  for the refrigerated air, it is necessary t o  compress the air 
enough t o  overcomz pressure losses in the evaporator. This compression 
process affects  both  the air temperature-reduction r a t i o  and the power re- 
quirements of the system. The temperature change and power requirement6 of 
the compression process must be combined w i t h  those of the mercury-vapor 
cycle t o  fully evaluate the system. The  power parameter and air 
temperature-reduction r a t io  i n  the mercury-vapor cycle can be  related by 
the following equation derFved in appendix C: 
- = I -  3-4 %,r(%,y - %,z) 
T3 sv,y - s v s X ~ ~ ~ H v , X  - %,x)' 
%,x - %,'x + (Hv,y - H V , J  1- .i 
* 
In the mercury-vapor cycle the refrigerant meratures a m  assumed t o  
be constsnt through the condenser and also through the evaporator. That 
is, evaporation and condensation take place at the saturation temperatures c. 
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5 Te and Tc and their associated pressures specified Fn the analysis. 
Tenqeratures and pressures in the  superheated region w e r e  not considered. 
in reference 10. 
4 The enthalpy and entropy used in equation (9) were obtained from tables 
The t o t a l  power parameter and the  system temperature-reduction r a t i o  
for  the ent i re  s y s t e m  are  also derived i n  appendix C. The total power 
pezameter for   the  system is  
and the system air temgerature-reduction r a t io  is 
N 
where the system compressor pressure ratio is the  reciprocal of the heat- 
exchanger (evsporator) pressure ratio as expressed in  equation ( 8 )  . 
5 r he air  temperature ratio  across the evagorator T J T ~  is ale0 
related t o  the heat-exchanger effectiveness of the condenser and evapora- 
* t o r  and to the  receiver tezqperature by the fo l lowhg expression: 
Values of l / m  as a function of TJTe are tabulated in appendix C. 
The basic  definit ion of heat-exchanger effectiveness ia re la ted   to  
the condenser effectiveness used hemin by the equation 
i 
c 
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and to  the evaporator effectiveness used herein by the equation 
The mercury-vapor coqression  cycle was investigated  for the  follow- 
ing range of variables "and assigned  constants: 
Evaporator  refrigerant temperature, Te, OR . . . . . . . .  910 t o  1210 
Condenser refrigerant temperature, Tc, OR . . . . . . . .  1460 t o  1760 
Refrigerant  coqressor  efficiency, qc,r . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.5 
Air compressor efficiency, T ~ , ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.7 
Heat-exchanger (evaporator)  pressure  ratio, P d P 3  . . . . .  0.9 to  1.0 
A plot of the power parameter gr/Wa%,aTg against Tc/Te f o r  
values of T3/T4 indicated that, in  addi t ion  to  its effect  on the r a t i o  
TJTe, Te had a secondary effect  on the power parameter. For values of 
Tc/Te below 1.5, th i s  effect was considered small enough that a mean 
curve for the range of Te investigated could  be used. From such a.mean 
curve, uniform steps in  TJT, from 1.1 to 1.5 were selected f o r  further 
investigation. 
I n  order t o  evaluate fully the mercury-vapor cycle, equations (9) t o  
(12) must be evaluated simultaneously. Fortunately, these equations can 
be shown on a single plot f o r  assigned values of the condenser effective- 
ness parameter - and evaporator  effectiveness Be. (wcp)R 
(xcp)a 
Effect of Power Extraction on Turbojet-mine Performance 
A i r  refrigeration systems can came a nurdber of effects on engine 
performance. The use of compressor bleed air f o r  turbine cooling results 
in variations in engine performance, as discussed i n  reference 33. Addi- 
tional  changes that air refrigeration can cause i n  engine th rus t  and 
specific f u e l  conscrmption can resu l t  from (1) power extraction  to  drive 
the refrigeration system; (2)  heat-exchanger drag on the heat-sink side: 
if heat is  rejected t o  the engine air, the exhaust-nozzle pressure r a t io  
i s  affected; if heat is rejected  to by-psss ram air, the effects  of taking 
th i s  air aboard plus the ducting pressure losses and the  effect  of air dis- 
charge muat be accounted for ;  ( 3) heat addltion to the hest  sink: the  
engine fue l  consumption WILL be affected if heat is added t o  the engine air 
or  fuel. An evaluation of the effect8 l isted under ( 2 )  and (3) requires 
that the over-all refrigerant-system design be known. Once th i s  is estab- 
lished, the heat receiver and its location are speciffed, and the heat 





exchanger can be designed t o  accommodate the  pressure  losses which may 
be encountered. Since these conditions are difficult t o  generalize, only 
the effect  of pawer extract€on w i l l  be studied. This effect  wae analyzed 
by the method of reference 12. 
The variables and assigned constants in the study of the effect of 
power extraction OR turbojet-engine performance are shown i n  the follow- 
ing table. The .comgonent efficiencies and the pressure losses within the 
engine were essentially the same as f o r  the engine analyses  presented i n  
references 8 and U. 
Flight Mach e e r ,  M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.5 and 3.0 
TurbFne-inlet temperature, OR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2500 mine coqressor pressure ratio at fUght conditions . . . .  2, 4, or  6 
Afterburner temperature, OR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3500 
Power extraction term gt/q, Btu/(lb) . . . . . . . . . . .  0 to 40 
Engine compresaor adiabatic efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 -88 mine turbine polytropic efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.85 
Primary-conibustor efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.98 
Afterburner efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .0.90 
Ekhaust-nozzle efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.90 
Prima;ry-conibustor pressure ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.95 
Tailpipe and afterburner pressure ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.90 
Tailpipe pressure ratio without SfterbUrner . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.99 
Ram recovery at  M = 2.5 . . . .  -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.75 
Ram recovery at  M = 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.65 
Flight altitude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Stratosphere 
Air-Cycle Refrigeration 
Generalized presentation. - Generalized resu l t s  of the power  require- 
ments f o r  the air-cycle  refrigeratfon s y s t e m  are presented i n  figure 2. 
As indicated by equation (1-1, the temperature-reduction parameter decreases 
linearly with increasing cycle power parameter for each refrigeration- 
cycle compressor pressure ratio. For a given value of temperature- 
reduction parameter, the power parameter increases wfth increasing  cycle 
compressor pressure ratio. In order to make use of figure 2, it is nec- 
essary t o  know q* and $ i n  terms of the mre commonly used parameters 
(adiabatic turbine efficiency qT and heat-exchanger pressure drop 
P3/pq). Figure 3 presents the variation of .qi+ with turbine pressure 
ratio for four values of q~ (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8). !&e value of q* 
decreases with increasing turbine pressure r a t io .  For a pressure-ratio 
increase from'l t o  10, the decrease is l5 percent for = 0.80 and about 
31 percent f o r  qT I 0.50. The variation of the heat-exchanger pressure- 
drop pazameter $ w i t h  conqressor pressure ratio is given i n  figure 4 
for three values of heat-exchanger pressure  ratio. 
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It must be emphasized that figure 2 can only be u6ed to determine 
the power required to  obtain a glven temperature-reduction r a t io  Te. 
The figure cannot be used alone t o  determine w h a t  temperature-reduc ion 
r a t i o  is possible. The posaible temperature reduction i s  a function of 
the  heat removed from the  cycle and can be expressed in  terms of a heat- 
exchanger effectiveness E h  and the  ra t io  of' receiver t o  cycle M e t  
tenrperature WTl. Further discussion on this heat remval will follow 
i n  the subsequent section. 
Effect of heat sink on temperature reduction and power. - For an 
a i rc raf t  engine, the temperature level   a t   the  inlet t o  the refrigeration 
cycle i s  a function of the flight Mach number as it affects  the engine 
inlet-air teqerature through ram and the  pressure  ratio of the engine 
compreaeor up t o  the M e t  of the refrigeration cycle. At flight Mach 
nuuibers of about 2.5 o r  higher, air bled from the engine compressor can 
easily become too hot t o  use advantageously as a coolant  for engine com- 
ponents o r  accessories. For cabln presaurization or coollng, the bleed 
air is  probably too hot at a l l  flight speeds. For these conditions a 





Figure 7 presents performance plots for  air-cycle  refrigeration (see 
f ig .  1) for compressor and turbine adiabatic efficienciee of 0.70. 'phis 
i s  probably a reasonable value of efficiency fo r  smal compreseor and 
turbine components because higher efficiencies are usually found only on 
Larger coqonents such a s  the main corqpressor and turbine in turbojet 
engines. The relation between the system air temperature-reduction ra t io  
T ~ / T ~ ,  the air-cycle system compressor pressure ratio P3/Pl, and the 
power parameter gdwa%,aT1 can be obtained from equation (1) o r  figure - 
2.  It is important t o  note and remeniber that, when any combination of 
the temperature and power parameters 1s chosen, the  heat that must be 
rejected from the air cycle t o  a heat sink is a fixed value. This value 
of heat  rejection  can be expressed in term8 of the heat-exchanger effec- 
tiveness % and the rat io  of receiver t o  air-cycle inlet temperature 
T ~ T ~ .  The effect  of these factors can also be p u t t e d  aa shown in fig- 
ure 7. Figure 7(a) is f o r  a heat-exchanger effectiveness of 0.6, and f i g -  
ure 7(b) is fo r  an effectiveness of 0.8. A range of temperature ra t ios  
TR/T~ from 0.6 t o  1.2 is covered. me air cycle is acting as a heat- 
pump only when TE/T1 is greater than 1.0. The air cycle is not acting 
as a refrigeration device when T!$L?l ia greater than 1.0. H i g h e r  values 
of  T5/T1 are shown by lighter lines t o  show trends, but these values a r e  
of210 pract ical  signif'icance. 
4 
Before the significance of figure 7 is djscussed, it must also be 
pointed out that the vertical lines near the ordinate f o r  P3/P1 = 1/(Pq/P3) 
represent the case where there is no a i r  cycle. T h h  is the aftercooler 
cme, and the compressor pressure ratio is only high enoUgh to overcome 
the pressure loss in the  hea  exchanger- . . . .. 
\. 
c 
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5 For component  efficiencies of 0.70 and a heat-exchanger  effective- 
nese of 0.6 (fig. 7(a)), the air cycle is of absolutely no value. For a 
or  lower  than  those  obtainable  with  air-cycle  systems can b   obtained  by 
use of only an aftercooler. A somewhat  greater  temperature  reduction can 
be  obtained  with 811 air cycle than with an &tercooler 5 f  the  heat- 
exchanger  effectiveness is increased to 0.8 (fig. 7(b)). The  advantage 
of the  air  cycle  over  the a9t rcooler becomes lesa,  however, a8 TR/Tl 
decreases.  With a heat-exchanger  effectiveness of 0.8, the  cycle can 
also be  used as a heat pmq (TR/Tr > 1.0) ; this was not possible for an 
effectiveness of 0.6. 
- given  ratio of T ~ / T ~ ,  system  outlet  temperatures % that are equal  to 
A l s o  shown in figure 7 is the effect of heat-ex--  pressure  ratio 
P J P ~  on air-cycle power requirements.  The  effect is aha~n fo r  0- 
three  compressor  pressure  ratios,  and  it  consfsts of di placing the 
auxiliary-conpressor  pressure-ratio  lines slightly. 
The  effect of component  effic€encies  for  the  air-cycle coqpessor 
and  turbine is ahown i n  figure 8 f o r  efficienc€es of 0.50, 0.60, and 0.80 
(qC,a 
= qT = 0.70 is shown in fig. 7) for values of heat-exchanger  effec- 
tiveness of 0 -6 and 0.8. In figure 8 a d  all subsequent  figures on the 
air  cycle,  the  heat-exchanger  pressure  ratio P4/P3 was  assumed to be 
0.95. As would  be  expected  from  figure 7, efficiencies  lower thas 0.70 
would make the sir cycle  unacceptable for a heat-exchanger  effectfveness 
of 0.6 (figs.  8(d)  and (e ) ) .  It wil be noted f r o m  figure 8(s) that  the 
air  cycle is also  impractical  when  used  with a heat-exchanger  effective- 
for  efficiencies of 0.60 (fig. 8(b)). About  the only  condition shown in 
figure 8 where  the air cycle  appears to be promising is for  the  case  where 
the  component  efficiencies  are 0.80 and the  heat-exchanger  effectiveness 
is 0.8 (fig. 8(c)) .  
r 
- ness of 0.8 for  component  efficiencies of 0.50 and  probably  Impractical 
Figure 9 shows air-cycle performance for component  efficiencies of 
0.70 and temperature  ratios T ~ T ~  of 0.6 anc~ 1.0 f o r  a range of vaues 
of heat-exchanger  effectiveness.  For  either temgeratwe ratio T&Tl 
the values of heat-exchanger  effectiveness of 0.6 or  less are impractical 
because a simple  aftercooler  system  is  equally  or  more  effective.  At an 
effectiveness of 0.8, the air cycle  is only a slight  improvement over the 
aftercooler  for T d T l  = 0.6. A higber  effectiveness, of course, results 
i n  improved  air-cycle  performa,nce. . 
Coqressor  pressure  ratios  for free-running system. - In u s i n g  an 
air  cycle  where  part of the  compression can be  accompllshed in a large 
compressor  such as the main compressor of a gas-turbine engine, it nay 
be  desirable to utilize  the  auxiliary  (expansion) turbine power  Fnstead 
r 
t 
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of a source of power external to  the cycle t o  drive an auxiliary compres- 
sor. For this case g2-g a 0. Since heat i s  removed *om the a h  in  the 
heat exchanger prfor t o  passing through the awdllary turbine ( see  fig. I 
l), the power that the turbine can produce ie  quite  l imited and the pres- 
sure r a t io  of the  auxiliary compressor that the  turbine  drives w i l l  be 
consMerably less than the turbine pressure ratio. The turbine pressure 
r a t i o  w i l l  be the product of P d P 1  and P&3, since it is specified 
that there is no pressure change across the air cycle and therefore 
'L 
Ps = P1. 
The auxiuazy-compressor pressure r a t i o s  P ~ / P Z  f o r  the case *ere 
the auxiliary-turbine power is exactly equal t o  the auxiliary-compressor 
power is shown as a parameter in  figure 10 for a range of component eff i- 
ciencies f r o m  0.50 to 0.80. For component efficiencies of 0.60 and lower ,  
the auxillary-compressor pressure r a t io  cannot be higher than about 1.4. 
For component efficiencies of 0.80, the awdlisry-compressor pressure r a t i o  
cannot be higher than about 2.2 even for adl iary- turbine  pressure ratios 
approaching 10. These results indicate that for free" systems the 
main purpose of the auxfliary compressor would be as a convenZent power- 
absorption device for  the auxiliary turbine. The allowable pressure ratia 
of the  auxiliary compressor could not  contribute t o  an appreciable reduc- 




It should be pointed out that the results presented In figure 10 In 
no way af fec t  the results presented i n  figures 7 t o  9. Overlays of fig- 
ures having the same component efficiencies 8,re possible SQ that the 
combined effect  of heat-exchanger effectivenesa, temperature r a t io  TR/Icl, 
and free-runnlng compressor pressure ratio can be  observed. In other - 
words, figures 7 to 9 are applicable to both free-running and mechanically 
coupled  systems . . .. 
-. 
Mercury-Vapor Compression Cycle 
A vapor compression refrig-ation  cycle IB cd interest because it 
more nearly approaches the reversed Carnot cycle than the air  cycle does. 
It can therefore be expected to 'De more ef?ici&t and %quire less power 
t o  Dperate. For the intended application for t h i s  m e  of cycle (refrlg- 
ercting engLne compxessor bleed air . ~ o s e . .  tengeralxre Level m y  be between 
loOo to 1500O. R) there are f e w  satisfactory refrigerant f l u i d s .  As pre- 
viously mentioned, mercury vapor was chosen fo r  t h i s  particular study 
because i ts  thermodynamic properties W e  it a suLtable refrigerant  for 
t h i s  appli .s t ion and the data pertaining t o  the physical properties of 
mercury EUY readily  available. 
Resul ts  of . t h i s  study are presented in   f igure U-, which is essen- 
tially a c;&ination of three separate plots. The -obtainable system a i r  
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temperature-reduction r a t io  is  plotted againat the power parameter a s  
previously done f o r  the air cycle. The narrow plots  of inclined lines 
pressor pressure ra t io  needed t o  overcome evaporator pressure drop on 
cycle temperature r a t i o  (eq. ( u.) ) and cycle power (eq. (10) ) .  he com- 
pressor adiabatic efficiency used was 0.7. The principal part of the 
figure i s  that bounded by the l ine  f o r  an evaporator pressure r a t i o  of 
1.0 on the ordinate and abscissa. The ordinate is the air temperature- 
reduction ratio T4/Ip3 across the evaporator; the abscissa is the refrig- 
erant compressor power parameter 4 / ~ ~ c p , ~ ~ 3  f o r  a compression -1- 
ciency of 0.50. The solid lines of constant TJTe represent the param- 
eter  within the brackets of equation (S), which is a function of l iquid 
and vapor saturation  enthalpies and entropies f o r  the evapolrator and co~lr 
denser temperatures. The paremeter within the bracket is primarily a 
function of the ra t io  Tc/Te. The secondary effect  of temperabe  
level Te on the parameter was ignored fo r  this presentation since it 
was considered negligible f o r  values of TJQ less than o r  equal t o  1.6. 
- attached t o  the ordinate and absciasa  account for  the effects  of the corn 
The p l o t  can be read by following the arrows shown in the figure. 
For example, starting with a desired system air temperature-reduction 
ra t io ,  read across horizontally t o  the  deeired value of evaporator pres- 
sure r a t i o  PdP3. !then follow between the adjacent inclined lines, 
interpolating between them, until the principal ordinate Tq/T3 is 
value of T d T 3  or Tc/Te is reached. f i o m  this pofnt  proceed  verti- 
c a w  domward t o  the abscissa. The p u t  of inclined lines along the 
€tbSCiSSa is read In  a similar nrsnner (only reversed) as that along the 
ordinate. 
I - reached. The main plot  i s  then  entered  horizontally  until the desfred 
. 
The performance p lo t  for the  mercury-vapor system is similar t o  
those f o r  the air system i n  that it must be remenibered that amy codina- 
t ion  of T5/Tl and &/WaCp,aTl resu l t s  in  a fixed amount of heat that 
must be rejected f m m  the refrigeration cycle. As a result ,  the tempera- 
ture  reduction that is possible is a function of the  receiver  temperature 
and the  heat-transfer  characteristics of the condenser and evaporator. 
By m e m s  of equation ( 12) these effects can be f u l l y  ewluated.. 
In  order  to show the lowest system air tempersture-reduction r a t io  
Tg/T1 that is possible for  a given value of TR/T3, dashed lines are  
included on figure 11 with TR/T3 as the parameter. For te = 1.0 and 
“E = a ( f i g .  u ( a ) ) ,  a very substantial system air temgerature- 
reduction r a t i o  (Tg/Tl less than about 0.7) with the mercury-vapor cycle 
w i l l  probably require a receiver temperature that is colder than the sys- 
tern u e t - a i r  temperature. For T5/T1 greater than 0.7, it is possible 
t o  use the  cycle as 8 heat pump. 
0
* ‘c (w%)a  
I 
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I The figure  also shows that the use of a condenser-to-evaporator tem- 
perature r a t i o  TJTe greater than about 1.3 is generally wasteful of 
power required t o  drive the cycle. A t  higher values,  the power generally . 
increases very substantially with only slight additional  reduct ions in 
system ou t l e t  temgerature % except for W T 3  > 1.0. 
, Figure l l (b )  iqTiFtes that with more r ea l i s t i c  parameter value8 ke = 0.8 and e the obtainable s y s t e m  outlet  temgerature 
T i  i s  not as low a8 s&n 6 figure ll( a) . For example, at a constant 
parameter  value of TR/T3 = 0.6, and a constant power paraneter of 0.45, i 
the system air  temperature-reduction r a t io  is 0.47 in figure U(a) and 
0.66 i n  figure U(b) .  
C 
C 
r a t i o  T d T 3  fo r  the cycle are iUustrated in figure 12. For simplicity, 
the  ordinate on these plots  does not include the effect of air compression 
required t o  overcome air pressure drop across the evaporator on tempera- - 
ture as was shown in   f igure 11. U n d e r  the rather wide range of conditions 
i l lustrated,  the evaporator heat-exchanger effectivenese and the 
A must be maintained as high (w )R condenser effectiveness parameter 
‘C (w%)a 
as possible i n  order t o  obt&.n l o w  cycle o u t l e t  temperatures. For this . 
cycle, it usually Wil be necessmy for the product wcp far the receiver 
f l u i d  to be several times (at least 4) a s  great a s  wcp for the  air  i n  
the cycle Fn order t o  obtain appreciable air temperature reductions. - 
A rough indication of the power r e q u m n t s   f o r  both a i r  and 
mercury-vapor cycle can be obtained from figures 9(b) and ll(a), respec- 
t ively,   for  the ideal cases where the heat exchangers in both case8 have 
the highest possible efPecti-ss. U s i n g  conditions that are duglicated 
i n  both curves, it can be seen from figure 9( b) that 8 aystem air 
temperature-reduction ra t io  Ts/T1 of 0.85 requires a power parameter of 
0.27 for the a i r  cycle. The power paremeter required for  the mercury- 
vapor cycle (fig. ll(a> ) is 0 .ll, asd it is obtained by following the 
i l lue t ra t ive  line on the figure. It w i l l  be &ed that for TR/T1 = 1.0 
- TR =: (1.0) - 0.835 = 0.982 
T3 0.85 
wing the equation shown in the fLgure. The w lue  of Tq/T3 is read 
from the ordFnate t o  the rfght of the incllned  lines f o r  a value of 
P4/P3 = 0 -95. 
t 
L 
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A comgmrison of the two systems f o r  more practical  values of heat- 
exchanger effectiveness &h = E &  = 0.8 can be obtained from figures 9(b) 






air  temperature-reduction r a t io  Tg/T1 of 0.85, the power parameter i s  
now 0.80 for  the air cycle and 0.30 for the mercury-vapor cycle. In both 
examples, the power f o r  the mercury-vapor q c l e  is less than half of tha t  
f o r  the air cycle. Although the savings i n  power using the mercury-vapor 
cycle will not necessarily always be of t h i s  magnitude, the higher e f f i -  
ciency of the cycle is i l lustrated.  Under some mdes of operation where 
TJTe is high, the mercury-vapor cycle w i l l  become less efficient.  
From this  rather  'prelfminary study of air and mercury-vapor cycles 
and aftercoolers,  these systems are probably feasible for  refrigerating 
air that'must enter the system at  temperature levels of approximate- 
EoOo R. For the case where the aftercooler is not sufficient for obtain- 
ing air temperature reduction, either  the air or  mercury-vapor cycles 
study, weight was not consrdered in evaluating the systems; such a study 
would be required  before  the final choice of a s y s t e m  could be made. 
K) 
!4 
U could be used, but the mercury-vapor cycle is mre efficient.  In this 
Variations and Combinations of S y s t e m s  
- A nunher of variations t o  the  systems discussed can also be evaluated 
by using the curves presented herein. Generally this evaluation is made 
by assuming the over-all s y s t e m  is made q of two o r  more silqpler systems 
i n  series and by using the   out le t  temperature f rom one system as the inlet 
temperature f o r  the next system. The t o t a l  power requirement for the  
en t i re  system would then be the sum of the powers required  for each of 
the sinrpler systems. 
. 
It w a s  mentioned previously that the aftercooler could be evaluated 
from the curves presented f o r  the air cycle; the s y s t e m  compressor pres- 
sure ratio P3/Pl is  taken as the reciprocal of the heat-exchanger pres- 
sure ratio P4/P3. An air-cycle system with an aftercooler both before 
and after the compression process can be emluated by assumlng the air 
cycle shown in figure 1 to be in series wlth an aftercooler. An after- 
cooler ahead of a mercury-vapor cycle could also be evaluated in a similar 
manner. Another alternative might be an sir cycle in  series wfth a 
mercury-vapor cycle. However, the charts presented herein cannot be used 
t o  evaluate an air cycle w i t h  a heat exchanger located at  statfon 2 (ffg; 
I) fo r  any case except where the pressure r a t i o  P d P 1  is the reciprocal 
c of the heat-exchanger pressure  atio. 
EZfects of Refrigeration Systems on Turbojet-Engine Performance 
AB indicated earlier, the effects of engine shaft power extraction 
were studied for a turbojet engine with a turblne-inlet temperature of 
2500' R at f l i gh t  Mach numbers of 2.5 and 3.0 for eng'he operation with 
and without afterburning. The afterburning temperature w a s  35000 R. 
Engine compressor pressure r.at1os of 2, 4, and 6 at flight conditions were 
studied. The shaft power extraction parameter pdw~ was varied from 0 
to  40 Btu per  pound of engine air. The results of this study are pre- 
sented in  f igure  l3. From this figure f t  i s  evident that the nonaf'ter- 
burning engine is mre sensitive to  the effects of shaft power extraction 
at  both flight speeds but is more so a t  the higher f l igh t  Mach number. 
Not only are the magnitudes of the  effects greater, but  also  the  effects 
of compressor pressure  ratio are more pronounced with the nonafterburning 
engine. The decrease i n  relative thrust  and increase i n  relat ive thrust  




As an examgle of possible effects on e a n e  performance. due t o  shaft 
power extraction for operating a refrigerating system, consider the power 
parqneters of 0.80 and 0.30 fo r  the a i r  and mercury-vapor cycles, respec- 
tively, %hat w e r e  used in a previous Illustration for &h = t, P 0.8 and 
E (Wcp)R 
C ( w c p ) a  
= 4. Also assume that 5 percent of the compressor a h  is bled 
off for  refrigeration (a reasonable value for  turbine  cooling purposes) 
and that the bleed temperature T 1  is E0Oo R. The shaft power extrac- 
t ion  parameter can be calculated from 
The following table lists the relative thrusts and thrust apecific fuel 
consumptions obtained from figure 13 f o r  an engine with a compressor 
pressure ratio of 4 a t  a flight Mach nuuiber of 2.5: 
1 
Engine Mercury-vapor cycle A i r  cycle 
gt/wE Relative %/xE Relative Relative Relative 
specific  specific 
fuel 
consurqp- 
f u e l  
t i o n   t i o n  
consump- 
thrust thrust  tfirust t h a t  
Nonafterburning 
1 a 0 1 7  .991 5.60 1.050 .972 14 -95 Afterburning 
1.026 0.974 5.60 1-078 0.927 14.95 k' 
C 







Prom the preceding table, which considers only the performance losses 
due to  engine sha f t  power extraction, it can be seen that the power extrac- 
tFon required  for  the air cycle can cause the thrust   to   be reduced over 7 
percent and the thrust specific  fuel consumption increased by about the 
same percentage. For the mercury-vapor cycle the performance losses from 
power extraction are about one-third 98 great. If an aftercooler w i l l  serve 
sat isfactor i ly  SO that an air or vapor cycle is not required, there w i l l  
be practically no power extractfop. For both air and mercury-vapor cycles, 
the afterburning engine has a smaller Loss i n  t h r u s t  than the nonafter- 
burning engine because exhaust-gas temperature is maintained constant by 
burning more f u e l  i n  the afterburner. The loss  in thrust  for the after-  
.burning engine is entireLy due t o  a lower pressure in the exhaust nozzle 
caused by a larger required pressure drqp across the turbine. For the 
nonafterburning engine the thrust is decreased by a reduction i n  both 
temperature and pressure of the exhaust gases. 
The performance losses listed i n  the table do not include the effects 
of bleedLng air f r o m  the compressor or  the effects of pressure losses or 
heat addition if engine air i s  the receiving f luid.  The effects of bleed- 
ing air from the compressor a r e  discussed i n  reference 11. Such effects 
may be greater  than the losses dye t o  power extraction of the mercury- 
vapor refrigeration cycle, but will probably be less than the power ex- 
traction losses for the sfr cycle. By refrigerating the cooling air, the 
quantity that must be bled f o r  turbine cooling can be reduced. It is 
possible that in  some cases there may be a net gain in performance using 
r e f f u e r s t i o n  because of the smaller quantity of air required for  cooling. - 
” Each application of aqy of these systems t o  an e a n e  will be 8 
unique case. A performance study wil l  have t o  be made to determine effects  
of quantity of bleed air required, power extraction, and system weight on 
engine performance for a wide variety of systems to pick  the system that 
w 3 l l  ,result in the best over-all. engine performance. The study included 
herein cannot be  generalized to the point of determining which wil be the 
best  system for every application, but use of the generalized curves that 
are presented uZl permit the engine designer to amlyze  the  effects of 
these systems on his par t iculm engine. 
The conclusions drawn from a thermodynamic study of air-cycle and 
mercury-vapor-cycle refrigeration  devices can be summarized -as follows: 
1. For coqressor and turbine efficiencies (about 0.70) that seem 
c feasible f o r  small units, a heat-exchanger effectiveness of almost 0.8 
is required  before an air  cycle can be used t o  obtain a greater air  t e m -  
perature  reduction  than fs possible wtth s n  aftercooler wlth the same 
heat-exchanger effectiveness. At these conditions, however, the air 
cycle can also be used as a heat pump (receiver temperature higher than 
air-cycle inlet temperature) . 
* 
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2. A convenient method f o r  absorbing the power developed by the 
auxlliazy (expamion) turbine in  an air cycle i s  to  couple it to an am- 
i l i a r y  compressor. The allowable pressure ratio permitted by th i s  power 
source is so low, however, that it will not contribute t o  an appreciable 
reduction in  the  air-cycle  outlet  temperature. 
3. A system employing a mercury-vapor cycle appears to be  feasible 
for refrigerating air  that must enter the system at temperature levels of 
approximately E O O o  R, and this cycle i s  more efficient  than the sir 
cycle. Weight was not considered in evaluating these two systems; such 
a study would be required  before a final choice of a system could be made. 
4 .  It appears that the power required for the mercury-vapor cycle 
may have a smaller effect on engine performance than bleeding air from 
the compressor. By refrigerating the cooling air t o  reduce the quantity 
required, there may possibly be a net gain i n  engine performance in some 
c a s e s .  
. . . - . -. " - .-  . 
L e w i s  Flight Propulsion Uboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, Ju ly  18, 1956 
















heat-exchanger  effectiveness by basic definition  (eqs . (6), (13), 
or (14)) 
refrigerant  enthalpy,  Btu/lb 
flight Mach number 
slope of line as defined In eq. (C13) 
stagnation  pressure, . I I I / S ~  ft 
power,  Btu/sec 
total  heat-transfer  rate,  Btu/aec 
refrigerant  entropy,  Btu/( lb) (?R) 
stagnation  temperature, OR 
weight  flow,  1b/sec 
rat  io  of  specific  heats 
component  adlabat  ic  efficiency 
fictitious  auxiliary-turbine  efficiency  defined by eq. (2) 
jf heat-exchanger pressure-drop parameter 
(wc 1 (wc )R 
6 heat-exchanger  effectiveness  for e or T;.F" = 1.0 
p min p min 
Subscripts : 
c c compressor  (stations 1 t o  3 for  air  cycle; stations x to y for  mercury- 
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condenser i n  mercury-vapor cycle, o r  mercury vapor i n  condenser 
engine air 
evaporator i n  mercury-vapor cycle, or mercury vrrpor in e m ~ o r a t o r  








rd r ige ran t  (when used with w refers to tot8JXrefrigeran-t weight 
flow) 
auxiliary  turbine 
total 
vapor refrigerant 
stations in  mercury-vapor campresston cycle (fig. 5) 
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DERIVATION OF WORKING EQJJATIONS FOR AIR-CYCm REFRIGERATION 
For the air-cycle refrigeration system it is Bpecified that the 
pressures out of and into the system (f ig .  1) are equal, that is, 
P5 = P1. Thus, P1 = P5 is the pressure st whfch a b  could be bled in- 
terstage from the englne compressor and supplied to  the  turbine for cool- 
ing. If the associated bleed temperature TI is not low enough fo r  
cooling purposes, a lower temperature T5 can be obtained by employing 
the system i l lus t ra ted  in  figure 1. Emever, energy external to the cycle 
must be expended t o  operate the system. This expenditure of energy is 
necessary because of the component inefficiencies and pressure drop in 
the heat exchanger. Since the engine compressor is usually more eff ic   tent  
than the smaller auxiliary compressor, the air is not bled from the com- 
pressor  unti l   after it is compressed to engfne compressor-discharge 
pressure. Thus, the energy expended on the bleed air  in the main engine 
The bleed air can then be further compressed in  831 auxiliary compressor. 
After cooling, the bleed air in the heat exchanger can be emanded through 
cover some of the energy expended in the compressors. The net energf 
expenditure t o  the auxiliary-compressor and -turbine combination is 
- the  auxiliary  turbine  to  further reduce i ts  temperature and also t o  re- 
- 
This can also be expressed as 
where q* is a fictitious turbine efficiency and T,.,~ is the efficiency 
between q* and qT  based on turbine-inlet temperature can be obtained 
as follows. Using q T  t o  express  auxiliary-turbine work, 
f of the  entire  cycle compressor process from stations 1 t o  3. The relation 
L 
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U s i n g  q * t o  express turbine work, 
Dividing  equation (B6) by T4, s o l v h g  for .*, and substituting equation 
(B5a) for T5/T4 yield 
..[. - (37 
(. - .[. - 6qx(;y - .] q* e - - 
Since P1 = p53 pg ’’= qP5’ ’’ ’’ Dfviding equation (B4) by 
def k i n g  
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which is a general  expression  relating. the work and temperature ratio for 
the air cycle. 
When the product wcp for bleed air is the smaller of the two fluids 
used in  a heat exchanger, the heat-exchanger effectiveness can be expressed 
as follows : f w u T3 - T4 eh = 
T3 - TR (5) 
From an energy balance of the system, 
c Substituting  equation (€37) into  equation (5) and dividing by Tl gleld 
r" 
L 
me compression temperature r a t t o  is 
Substituting equation (B9) into equation (B8) yields 
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Solving for  flJwacpJaT1 from equation (BlO), substituting it into 
equation ( 1) , and solving for T5/T1 yield 
- Y- 1 
TS [Lk) W,a_ ' - 11 + I} (1 - " h )  + f h  TR " - 
Tl 
(4) 
q*[i$ - .] + 1 
which relates the air-cycle temperature ra t io  T5/T1 to the heat- 
exchanger effectiveness fh and the temperature r a t io  TR/T1. 
When no external power Le supplied t o   t he  shaft of the auxiliary 
compressor and turbine (g2-5 = 0), equation (B2) combined with equation 
(B6) becomes 
- 1  I 
dividing by T1 y 
gt = w a ~ p , a ( ~ 2  - q )  
Dividing equation (B13) by w ~ c ~ , ~ T ~  and transposing yield 
i e l d  
UI s 
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Substituting equation (B14) into equation (B12) ylelde the following 
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DEFUVATION OF WORKING EQTATIONS FOR S Y S "  WITE 
The mercury-vapor cycle i s  i l lustrated  schemtical ly   in  figure 5. 
It can be seen that on the air side the heat exchanger between statio- 
3 and 4 has been replaced by the evaporator of the mercury-vapor compres- 
sion  cycle and that the auxiliary  coqressor and turbine are not present. 
Thus, i n  order to  retain stations 1 and 5 as inlet and outlet, respec- 
tively, for  the air side of the system, P4/P5 = 1, T4/Ts = I, P3/Pz = 1, 
and Ts/Tz P 1. The a l r  temperature-reduction ratio across the evaporator 
T4/T3 can be  related  to  the rate of heat remval from thk a i r  by the 
following equation: 
The power required to achieve th i s  heat flow rate against an adverse 
temperatursdifference can be determined from a themdynamic analysis of 
the  mercury-vapor compression cycle. The ther?noaynamic cycle of the 
mercury refrigerant is i l lus t ra ted  in  figure 6. Station w represents a 
mixture of liquid and vapor refrigerant-at the inlet to  the evaporator. 
A s  the  refrigerant flows through the evaporator, the  liquid  portion ab- 
sorbs the heat rejected by the bleed. air. Ws heat absorption is accom- 
plished by evaporation of a portion of the  liquid  refrigerant at a con- 
stant pressure and temperature. The mixture of liquid and vagor refrig- 
erant a t  station x (with a higher concentration of vapor than entered 
the evaporator) i s  then compressed to the saturated vapor l ine a t  station 
y. As seen from figure 6 ,  the efficiency of compression determines the 
work AE required ta achieve a saturated vapor. The temperature aaso- 
ciated  with  the  saturation  pressure a t  station y i s  sufficiently  higher 
than that of the heat receiver i n  the condenser so that the heat absorbed 
i n   t h e  evaporator plus the work of compreesfon can be rejected. 3ea-b 
rejection Ln the condenser takes place a t  constant pressure and tempera- 
ture with change in   s t a t e  from saturated vapor at s ta t ion y t o  saturated 
liquid a t  s ta t ion z. In order for the &mated Uquid to  be returned t o  
the evaporator i n  a s ta te  capable of absorbing more heat, the refrigerant 
is  expanded through & thrott l ing valve to the sa.hr.ation temperature and 
pressure i n  the evaporator (s ta t ion w) . Since throttling i s  a constant 
enthalpy process, it i s  ~ c e s s a r y   f o r  a portion of the liquid t o  flash to 
vapor during the  process. . This account6 f o r  .the -mixture of l iquid and 
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In  t h i s  study, it was desirable  to know how the work necessary to 
operate  the  cycle  varied with the rate of moving heat and the terrrpemture - difference against which it is moved. 
For isentropic compression the following two equations apply: 
Dividing  equations ( C 2 )  and (C3) by wr gives 
w z , x p  Sv,y - %,x 
wr %,x - %,x 
Substituting equation (C3a) into equation (C2a) and dividing by the con- 
pressor  efficiency  yield  the actual work per pound of re f r igerant   to  
operate the system: 
The condensing process from s ta t ion y t o  z can be expressed by the f o l -  
lowing equation: 
Since wr mC,r is the power to operate the mercury-vapor coqpression 
cycle, le t  wr +,r = gr. C o n i b i n i n g  equations (a) and ((3%) gives 
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Equation (C6) can be made dimensionless; thus, 
Substituting equation (Cl) into equation (a) and transposing yield 
In order t o  compare the mercury-vapor compression cycle on the same basis 
as the air cycle, the energy expended t o  overcome the air pressure drop 
in the evaporator must be taken into account shce it is specif'fed that 
P5 = P1. This requires that prior t o  refr igerat ion  in   the evapor&tor the 
air pass through a comgressor with a pressure  ratio  sufficient  to over- 
come the evaporator pressure drop: 
The energy required for this compression is  
Substituting equation ( C8- into equation ( C9) and dividing by T1 yield 
From the equality on the .right, 
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which expresses the temperature r a t io  f o r  the entire s y s t e m .  The t o t a l  
energy expended in this-system is the sum of 
and (c10): 
and SubstitutFng f o r  it from equation ( C l O a )  yield 
The obtainable air teqerature-reduction  ratio  acros8 the evaporator can 
also be expressed in terms of the evaporator effectiveness and evaporation 
temperature by means of equation (5) with revision of subscripts: 
The condenser effectiveness can be expressed as 
There is  a l inear  re la t ion between % / W ~ C ~ , ~ T ~  
ecluat.ion (9) ( see fig.  U) i f  the temperature r a t i o  TJTe is maintained 
c6nstant. &om num&cSl- values obtained from equation (9) , the follow- 
ing expression may be written: 
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where values of urn for  the  mercury-vapor cycle are as f o m w s :  
1. &%son, J- L., B u r r i m ,  W. L., and Comlly, T. J. : Vapr-Cycle Cooling 
for Aircraft. W A M :  Tech. Rep. 53-338, Wright Air Ilev. Center, A i r  
Res. and Dev. Command, Wright-Patterson A i r  Force Base, Oct . 1953. 
(Contract AF 33( 616) -2Ol6 .) 
2. Burgess, G. A.: Design Analysis of Several Cabin Cooling Systems for 
Jet-propelled A i r c r a f t .  Rep. No. AAC-290-R, AiResearch Wg . Co . , 
LOS Angeles (calif.), NOV. 1347. 
3 . Stevens, L. R., Jr. : A Syatematic Study of Air c$rcles f o r  Aircraft 
Cooling Applications. Paper No. 56-SA-lll A.S.M.E., 1956. 
4. Schramm, Wilson B., Nachtigall, Alfred J., aad Arne, Vernon L. : Ana- 
lytical Coqarieon of Turbine-Blade Cooling Systems Designed fo r  a 
Turbojet Engine Operating at  Supersonic Speed and Altitude. I - 
Liquid-Cooling Systems. NACA RM E52J29, 1953. 
5. Schramm, Wilson B ., Arne, Vernon L., and Nachtigall, Alfred J- : Am- 
lytical Comparison of Turbine-Blade Cooling System Designed for  a 
TurboJet Engine Operat- at  Supersonic Speed and Altitude. I1 - 
A i r - C ~ O l i n g  Systems. NACA RM E52J30, 1953. 
6 Eckert, E R- G. , -and Dia@lufLaj Anthony J - Method of W C U l a t i n g  
Core Dimensions of Crossflow H e a t  Exchanger with Prescribed Gas 
F’Tows and Inlet and Exit States. li[lLCA TN 3655, 1956. 
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7. Diaguila, Anthony J., Livingood, John N. B., and Eckert, Ernst R. G. : 
Study of Ram-Air Beat Exchangers fo r  Reducing Turbine Cooling-Air 
., Teqerature of a Sqersonic Aircraft Turbofet Engine. HACIA RM 
E56E17 3 1956 
8. Esgar, Jack 3., and Slone, Henry 0. : Gas-Turbine-Engine Performance 
When Heat f r o m  Liquid-Cooled Turbines i s  Rejected Ahead of, Within, 
or BehFnd the Compressor. NACA RM E56BO9, 1956. 
9. Van Winkle, J.: A 'Survey of Possible Refrigerants for High-Temperature 
Application. Paper No. 56-SA-12, A.S.M.E., 1956. 
10. Sheldon, Lucian A.: ThermodylaamFc Properties of Mercury V q r .  
Paper no. 49-A-30, A.S.M.E., 1950. 
11. Esgar, Jack B., snd Ziemer, Robert R. : Hfec t  of m b f n e  cooling 
with Compressor A i r  Bleed on Gets-Turbine EhgFne Perfomnce. MACA 
RM E54L20, 1955. 
LD 12. Esgar, Jack B., and Ziemer, Robert R. : Methods fo r  Rapid Graphical Evaluation of Cooled or  Uncookd Turbojet and Turboprop Englne or 
NACA TN 3335, 1955. 
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V Component Performance (EZfects of .Variable Specific Heat Included). 
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Figure 1. - Air-cycle refrigwation system. 
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Figure 2. - Variation of air tenrpemture-reduction  parameter with refrigeration  power 
parameter over range of ab-cycle-system compessor pressure ratios. 
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Auxiliary-turbine pressure r a t io ,  p4/p5 
Flgrrre 3. - Variation of f i c t l t i oue  turbine efficiency with turbine pressure r a t i o  
far varloy values of  auxiliary-turbine adia’batlc efficiency. 
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Figure 4. - Variation of heat-exchfmger pressure-drop perametex with air-cycle-system 
campressor pressure ra t io .  
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Figure 6. - Entha l~ -en t ropy  & g r a m  for mercury-vapor cycle. 
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Engine shaft pouer extraction parameter, Pt/w~ 
(a) Flight Mach number, 2.5 (b) Flight Mach number, 3.0. 
Figure 13. - Effect of engine shaft power extraction on relative t h a t  
and relative thrust  specific fuel consumption. 
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